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WINTER PARK, FLOKIDA. WEDNESDAY. FEBRUARY 27, 1935

IS

Receive Honorary Degrees

HosTMmy

Many Notables Speak at
Annual Luncheon
The annual Sandspur luncheon
was held Monday, February 25, at
the Whistling Kettle Tea Room.
Six Thousand Attend Main
The luncheon was attended by
Feature of Founders' Week; some prominent editors and liter14 Speakers on Program
ary celebrities.
Toastmaster of
the occasion was the Sandspur's
Under the customary publica- present editor, Gordon Jones. He
troduced the five
speakers:
tion day blazing sun, a record
crowd of over seven thousand Messrs. Richard L. Jones, Henry
Mowbray, J. Herald Hill, Ar"subscribers" listened while the
ur Guiterman and the Reverend
ninth edition of the Rollins Ani-. Jay T. Stocking.
mated Magazine went to press
Mr. Richard L. Jones, Editor of
Sunday afternoon at 2:30. Long Hhe
, Oklahoma, Tribune,
before the deadline, however, all
spoke of the ever increasing conof the 5,000 seats provided had
solidation that is taking place in
had been filled, and others, less
the newspaper world, especially in
lucky, were standing, sitting on the larger cities. "Don't feel that
the grass, in near-by cars, and it's necessary for you to crash
other available places of vantage. the big town," he counseled his
The only subscription price paid younger journalistic-minded hearby the subscribers was voluntary, ers.
He added that journalists
«nd the total collected through should learn to interpret history
these channels is expected to run in the making, investing their inwell over $800 when all pledges telligence wherever opportunity
and other contributions have been offers.
turned in.
The receipts will be
The second speaker, Henry B.
entirely for the purchase of new Mowbray, the first editor of the
books for the college library which Sandspur, told of the beginnings
are sorely needed.
of the newspaper.
In 1893 there
There were fourteen contribu- were two literary societies at Roltors to the issue, with Richard lins which combined to produce the
(Continued on page 5)
Lloyd Jones, editor of the Tulsa
Tribune, acting as editor, due to
the absence of Dr. Holt because of
illness.
He carried the program
finesse and vivacity
which kept the crowd constantly ! A m p l i f y i n g U n i t
alert and interested in spite of the
humidity of the afternoon.
Mrs. Frances Knowles WarreU;
The contributors to this edition . donor of the Knowles Memorial
of the now nation-famed magazine j Chapel, has again manifested her
included two world-known states- i generosity to Rollins College by
men. Secretary Hull and Ambassa- giving the Chapel an amplifier to
dor do Laboulaye; two well-known • increase the volume of the speakand loved authors, Rex Beach and j ers' voices and of the organ music.
Joseph C. Lincoln; Eunice Tite-1 The gift consists of a 15-watt
jens and Arthur Guiterman, poets amplifier with two inductor speakof national distinction; Thomas J. ers in the rear of the Chapel and
Watson, President of the Inter- two microphones, one located in
national Business Machine Corpor- the pulpit to pick up the speaker's
ation; President John J. Tigert of voice and one in the organ loft
the University of Florida, one of to reproduce the chapel music. The
the country's best-known educa- microphones are connected by
tors; Rabbi Stephen S. Wise, the switches located at Dean Campgreat Jewish leader from New bell's chair so that either may be
York; Dr. Jay T. Stocking, one of cut in or out of the circuit.
the best-known CongregationalTTie amplification factor of the
ists in the world; Dr. Edwin B. apparatus is 68 decibles, which is
Frost, the renowned "Blind As- considered excellent and the noise
tronomer"; H. V. Kaltenborn, the level is controlled at ty% per cent,
dean of radio newscasters; and which compares favorably with
Richard Lloyd Jones, whose re- that of the standard radio broadno^VTi is nation-wide due to his casting stations. The fidelity of
outspoken beliefs.
tone is within one per cent of
The ninth edition of the Animat- absolute.
ed Magazine will be remembered
The apparatus was assembled
for long by those who were fortun- and installed by the college enate enough to be in attendance, gineer, George Cartwright, Jr.,
not only because of the notables and was used for the first time
who took part, but because of their last Sunday when Rabbi Wise
personality and knowledge of spoke at the Founders' Week serwhich they gave freely.

Mrs. Warren Equips
Chapel With

PERFORMANCES OF HAMLET
REVIEWED BY STUDENT
By M A X E D A H E S S
Three acts of semi-stream-lined
Shakespeare were presented by the
Student Company under the direction of Dr. Earl E. Fleischman to
Rollins College and Winter Park
«udiences on the evenings of Feb.
"lary 21 and 22 respectively in
the Annie Russell Theatre.
A
special matinee performance was
>lso given Friday, February 22,
^th Dr. Fleischman interpreting
tke role of Hamlet.
The Student Company perform'nce Thursday evening was litUe more than a full dress rehear"I.
The action was ragged,
markedly so. The actors seemed
almost unfamiliar with their contemporaries on the stage and their
ilirtion was so poor that many of
tte lines of the play were lost to
fte audience seated past the first
five rows.
Why will college
*eatre directors and student play'fs slight and ignore the final
'""sonants of words in the English
•""guage?
This fault is one of
toe ^reat demarcations between
the professional and the amateur
'leatre. The voice is one of the
"tor's most important tools to be
'"'li in creating a character; then
*My handicap even the most res-

ESTABLISHED
YEARS AGO
Chris Argyris
c'o Dr. Holt
- 208 Interlnrhpn Ave.

(Complete C«mpus CoTerage)

EIGHT DEGREES
CONFERRED AT
CONVOCATION
Cordell Hull is Third of
Roosevelt's
Cabinet to be So Honored;
Holt Awarded
Decoration
Rollins college conferred honorary degrees upon United
States Sec'y of State Cordell Hull and seven others at Founders' day convocation Monday morning in Knovfles Memorial
hapel in celebration of the semi-centennial anniversary of
the founding of the college.

Phi Society
Chapter Installed
By Phi Beta Kappa
•e/Mflc STB'iten s. Mse
At/?S.C£OJ^CE £.

iV/JJiR£U

I. W. MILLER'NUMED TRUSTEE

onant and beautiful voice because
of physical and mental laziness
. . . slurring the word, confusing
the meaning? There can be smal!
beauty of illumination in a word
lost in some adenoidian region behind a frozen lip!
The inflection of the voice interpreting the
written line is the word-tune, but
the word is the mesage, the most
important communication!
The actor, when he steps upon
the stage, makes a pact of interpretation with the author.
The
audience has every right to demand that he, the actor, live up
to his dramatic promise of full interpretation.
An audience, also,
has the right to refuse to strain
an eardrum and sit on the edge
of a seat to hear an actor, whom
March 1, 1935—5:30 o'clock
one has paid to hear pronounce his
words distinctly, talk to himself!
Symphony V, Movement 1,
(with special pedal cadenza),
The setting of "Hamlet" was inWidor..
spired.
Earl E. Fleischman and
Lotus
Land, Cyril Scott.
Katherine E. &ving should feel
Praeludium, Jarnefelt.
justly proud of their work in this
respect. Their setting might well
Scherzo "Spring Day", Kinder.
serve as a model for other profes.
In a Monastery Garden (with
sional or non-professional pro- chorus of distant monks), Ketelductions of Master Will's great
by.
tragedy.
The many scenes, as
Fantasia, "Scherezade", from
they were lighted, were given an the Symphonic Suite, Rimsky-Kor(Continued on Page Z)
sakow.

ORGAN
VESPERS

Ht^LU

SE

Graduate of Class of '33
Chosen at Recent Meeting

Thomas William Miller,
reni-y-four year old banker of
Cleveland, Ohio, Rollins class of
was named a member of the
Rollins Board of Trustees at the:
meeting Friday, Fab. 22.
The board of trustees also elected as new trustees Dr. Henry A,
Atkinson, General secr«tary oi
the Church Peace Union and the
World Alliance for International
Friendship Through the Churches,
of New York City; and Dr. H. E.
Oesterling, retired physiican, of
Winter Park,
Dr. Atkinson, who joined the
winter term faculty a t Eollins this
year and who is giving a course
of public lectures during this
term, is one of the country's most
prominent figures in the world
peace movement. The honorary
degree of Doctor of Divinity was
conferred on him by Rollins in
1933.
Dr. Oesterling, who was a distinguished eye, ear, nose and
throat specialist, came here from
Wheeling, W. Va. about twelve
years ago, and has been a prominent citizen of the community.
Bill Miller, who is the son of the
rubber manufacturer and banker,
transferred to Rollins from Wesleyan College in 1930 and was
graduated in 1933 after winning
numerous honors. In his senior
year he was president of the student association. He was also president of the X Club and was a
member of several honorary fraternities. At graduation he was
awarded the " 0 0 0 0 " trophy offered by the " 0 0 0 0 " a secret
student organization, for outstanding service to the college.
Miller was also a prominent figure in athletics winning his letters in baseball and golf.
Since graduation he has been
engaged in the banking field in
Cleveland. Trustees whose terms
expired this year were re-elected
follows: Edward S. Burliegh,
Glendale, Calif., Newton P. Yowell, Orlando, Fla.,Donald A. Cheney, Orlando, Fla., and Mrs. FranKnowlcs Warren, Boston,

CO^£>£UU

Christian Jewish Tragedy
Theme of Chapel Sermon

UosEp^ C.L/Ncau^

Memorabilia of
Rollins on
Exhibition
As a feature ^
Founders'
Week an exhibition
\ Rollins
Memorabilia has been set up in
Carnegie and Knowles Halls. The
exhibition is to remain on dis-play
for an indefinite period.
The material was collected by
the Committee on Memorabilia
headed by Mrs. Grace Phillips
Johnson of Orlando; much of it
been supplied by close friends
of the college.
Among the most generous contributors to the collection of old
documents and pictures were Mias
Minnie Mormon, who gave photographs of 1893, and Miss Clara
Guild, the first graduate of
Rollins, who gave photographs of
old programs.
Scattered through the cases in
Knowles Hall and the cases in
Carnegie are many interesting exhibits, among them being the orginal rules and regulations of the
college, the letters and books of
the first
President of Rollins.
There are baby pictures of the
present president, Hamilton Holt,
nd pictures of the original college buildings and of the Lyman
Bank of Sanford where the college was incorporated in 1885. In
:ase in Knowles is a copy of the
ginal Sandspur and several intermediate copies which show the
development of the paper.
But perhaps the most interestg are the former social rules
and regulations and a petition of
the undergraduates to the administration asking that study hour
be observed during the afternoon
Saturdays to permit social
calls to the "Ladies Cottage," now
Cloverleaf, on Saturday evenings.
The pictures show the clothes
e men and women wore in the
past and offer amusing examples
of what the students of fifty
years ago wore. In the center of
Carnegie Hall is a dummy dressed
what was once a popular style
of party dress for young ladies.
le exhibition was set up and
arranged by Watt Marchman, unthe direction of Mr. Alfred
Hanna.

"The Christian Jewish Tragedy"
was the theme of the sermon delivered last Sunday morning in
Knowles Memorial Chapel by Dr.
Stephen S. Wise, Rabbi of the
Free Synagague in New York.
Rabbi Wise began by quoting
the verse from Isaiah, "For my
house shall be called a house of
prayer for all men," and by all
men he meant all races of religious fellowships.
The tragedy, if such a term
could be applied to the relations
between Judaism and Christianity, is that Judaism was the mot'
er faith, Christianity the daught^
faith, that both worship the invi
ible God clothed in truth and righteousness, that they have a common heritage of the Bible deriving from ethical and spiritual passion of the Jews at their highest
and best, and yet there has been
steadily built up through the ages
a tradition of ill-will and hatred
between the two.
"This Sunday morning assembly,"
continued
Rabbi
Wise,
nes to us from the Jewish tradition of prayer together.
The
supreme figures we cherish from
Abraham to Paul, all derive wholly or in part from the fellowship
of Israel.
One cannot speak of
tragedy in respect to the relations
between Hindus and Mohammedans in India because they have no
organic tie.
There is nothing
comparable to it unless it be the
3 that have mocked and marred the annals of the people of
your Christ, and the deviseiveness
of Christendom.
•low what began to divide
Christian from Jew? Israel was
the benefactor of Christendom as
ither fellowship, but men cannot like their benefactors, at best
they forgive them, for only thus
beneficiaries defend themselves
against an overwhelming sense of
inferiority. My people became
derers over the earth; alien,
(Continued on Page 5)

"Pop"
Concert
Tomorrow Nig'ht
Winter Park's "Mardi Gras,"
Carnival de Nice" and "Fete
Montmarte" all in one will be the
"Pop"
concert which Miss Mary
E. Leonard has arranged for the
night of Thursday, February 28th.
Fifty tables have been taken and
representative gathering is assured.
Costumes are in order
and anything will be accepted
from rags to velvet gowns, just so
that it representes something connected with music—a piece of musposer, etc. Miss Leonard anthat the festa will start
promptly at 8:15 and urges all to
J in their places before that moentous minute to enjoy the surprise prepared for them. Everyone
urged and invited to attend.

Recipients and the degrees conferred were as follows: Sec'y Hull,
doctor of humanities; his excellency Andre L. de Laboulaye, ambassador from the republic of
France to the United States, doctor of laws; Dr. Stephen S. Wise,
founder and Rabbi of the free
synagogue of New York, doctor of
divinity; Joseph C. Lincoln, Villa
Nova, Pa., author of Cape Cod
stories, doctor of literature; Dr.
John J. Tigert, president of the
University of Florida, doctor of
laws; Thomas J. Watson, financier, industrialist, director of the
Federal Reserve Bank of New
York, chairman of the American
section of the International Chamber of Commerce, doctor of humanities; Dr. Jay T. Stocking, St.
Louis, Mo., moderator of the Congregational and Christian churches
in the U. S., doctor of laws; and
Frances Knowles Warren (Mrs.
George E. Warren) of Boston,
Mass., doctor of humanities.

Eollins college section of Phi
Beta Kappa Ass'n of Central Florheld an open meeting in th(
Annie Russell theatre Monday
evening, at which time they
stalled the local chapter of Phi
ety, honor fraternity, and offspring of Phi Beta Kappa.
Dr. Fred Lewis Pattee, president of the Eollins Phi Beta Kap.
Ass'n, made the introductory
ch, following this W. E.
O'Neal, secretary of the college
board of trustees, talked on "The
History of Kollins College." Pres.
John Tigert of the University of
Florida gave an informal address,
after which the 10 Phi society
Sec'y Hull is the third member
members were installed and pre- of Pres. Roosevelt's cabinet to be
sented with their keys.
similarly honored at Rollins durThe ten are as follows, John ing the past two years, Att'y Gen.
David Beaufort, John Arthur Cummings and Sec'y Roper receivFluno, Sally Osboume Hammond, ing honorary degrees last year as
Margaret Irene LeFevre, Claudelle well as Frank B. Kellogg, one of
Laura McCreary, James Myers, Sec'y Hull's predecessors in the
Paul Remson Parker, Frances high office he now holds with such
Eleanora Perpente, Jane Lorraine distinction.
Holt Honored
Smith and Carol Valentine.
The decoration of honor, a new
award established for the first
time this year by Rollins college,
was conferred by the board of
trustees upon Pres. Hamilton Holt.
The presentation was made by
Halsted W. Caldwell, a member
of the board.
It is planned to
In recognition of his conspic- make similar awards annually for
uous attainments and service to outstanding services to the colRollins the Alpha Iota circle of
?e.
Omicron Delta Kappa Saturday
In bestowing upon President
evening tapped for membership Holt the first Decoration of HonRex Beach, noted author and
iver conferred by Rollins ColPresident of the Rollins Alumni lege, Mr. Caldwell said:
Association.
Throughout the ages, disThe ceremony took place at the tinguished achievement has been
San Juan Hotel during the Greek recognized by fame, honors, and
Letter Dance.
often fortune.
Sunday morning, Mr. Beach was
'Nations have given fame and
initiated into the organization in position, colleges have honored
the St. Francis chapel. He is the with degrees as Rollins has tofirst person of note upon whom
and society has contributed
honorary membership has been from the world's treasure.
conferred by the local circle.
(Continued on page 2)

Rex Beach is
/-^
Elected te 0. D. K.

MRS. BURTON REVIEWS
STUDENT BOOK OF VERSE
"Young Da-wn," a book of poems by Maxeda Hess, member of
the Rollins senior class, was recently published by the Angel Alley Press. Mrs. Richard Burton,
ill known authority on poetry
and wife of Dr. Richard Burton,
has reviewed Miss Hess's book as
follows:
is a handicap to Miss Hess
that her reviewer should be first
of all a stickler for form in the
arts. Miss Hess as a poet is so
much under the influence of the
school that has emphasized that
which is termed "a search for new
rhythms" that I am not always in
sympathy with her boldest findings, believing as I do that the
trained artist proves himself by
individual use of tried words
rather than by experimentation
that belongs to some certain period of the history of his art.
Therefore it is the highest praise
I have to offer this young poet
when I say that, in spite of having to work through that which
may well be deemed a prejudice
my part, I find her first volume
very appealing and very beautiful.
Her material coraes within the
province of true poetry; her imagery and her spiritual processes

give her work strength and texture that are not usual; her perception of poetic values is keen;
she has purpose and directness;
she fits the phrase to the mood,
and the mood is always discernible. I wish I were here to say
that she makes no effort to create "new" moods; rather, she sets
down her own experience in universal moods, and this is a great
advance beyond the unintelligibility and murkiness of those of her
contemporaries who play about in
eccentricities and bring to their
readers the double burden of uncertainty as to meaning and annoyance over the artificialities in
thc handling of a theme. Miss
Hess never loses her control of her
theme implication, even thc most
critical reader must feel her power and her fineness.
I have seen work of this poet
which I wish had been included in
this collection. There are poems
of hers that promise a later handling of intricate rhythm patterns
of great beauty; she has given us
in Young Dawn too few of these
examples of her growing proficiency in the making of subtle cadence and the chirascuro of the
line. But even with the omission
(Continued on page 2)

THE

HAMLET
(Continued from Page 1)
atmosphere both real and suggestive by the beauty of their design. The entire setting with its
many variations by Designers
Fleischman and Ewing , neither
over-estimated nor over-estimated
the imagination of the audience,
and the audiences of all three performance were grateful to be included in an artistic collaboration.
Too much cannot be said in
praise of the student designers:
Robert Warfield's lighting of the
play and Patricia Guppy's costuming of this second production of
the Student Company. Mr. Warfield, with his sensitive feeling
for color, set the play spiritually.
In his lighting he created and established moods and tones that
could not help but stimulate the
players and invite the audience
into sharing and living this tragedy of Denmark's royal family.
Patricia Guppy was bold in her
use of color.
The dominant
strength of her reds and blacks,
her golds, greens, blues, and
browns lent a virility and power
to the drama.
The play, "Hamlet," came to life in colors that
appealed to the emotions, active
colors wisely and royally used by
Miss Guppy. Her costumes stirred the blood and widened the
eyes of her audiences.
The shifting of the numerous
scenes was rapidly and skillfully
performed under the direction of
William Davis. As the greater
part of the changes was made in
complete
darkness
after
the
"blacking out" of a preceding
scene, this was no easy task. In
fact, the "Hamlet" production
marks a new top of technical efficiency for the Student Company
performances.
"Hamlet" as played by the
cast of thirty-five students on
Friday evening, was as different
from Thursday's evening's performance as a rough dress rehearsal is different from a smooth
and polished presentation. Early
in the first act, or division, it
was evident that the players were
setting a tempo of interpretation
that they had not achieved in eith-

YOUNG DAWN
(Continued from Page 1)
of these poems, this little volume
contains enough beauty to prove
that Miss Hess is truly a poet and
there is none among her contemporaries to show a bigger content
of poetic feeling or a more compelling impulse to express that
feeling in a poet's words.
Of the fourteen poems in the
collection I like best "From Far
Places," "Night Coming," and the
brave and beautiful "I'lligitimate."
I should like to quote from all
these three their most poignant
lines: I should need to say nothing
further to any lover of poetry. In
"From Far Places" we have an
example of the best in free verse.
In "Night Coming" Miss Hess has
given us full proof of her power
of imagery. In "Illegitimate" I
perceive nobility and what has
been called "dignity of heart"—a
reach and pathos most unusual.
This small book is one to be treasured and the ATigel Alley Press
has fitly embodied the spirit of this
poet, and has added a precious item
to its exquisite list.

er of the matinee or previous evening's productions.
The spoken
lines were not speeded into incomprehensibility, and more of the
poetic beauty and imagination of
Shakespeare was permitted expression. The entire cast played
as a unit, moving swiftly and inevitably toward the drama's tragic
conclusion. To those who handled
the *walk-on' and 'bit' parts a
great deal of credit is due. They
completed the play.
One is sure that many in the
audience Friday night felt that
they were seeing the possibilities
of a future great Hamlet in Richard Shattuck. In his portrayal of
the young prince of Denmark
Shattuck lived an earnestness that
made his characterization vividly real. He was Hamlet the Dane!
As colors blend on the screen of a
r-organ, he changed from a
brooding despair to mocking courtesy and a bitter humor.
This
perhaps, Mr.
Shattuck's
greatest evidence of a truly youthful and spiritual interpretation.
One regretted that so many
beautiful lines had been cut from
s role.
Robert Warfield as Claudius, the
King, gave a royal performance
Friday evening. He emphasized
the motivating lines of his characrole and throughout his interpretation one felt a working
toward an end, a unity most unusual in a young actor.
Ruth
'son was a beautiful and an
adequate queen.
Theodore Ehrlich gave the most
inconsistent characterization of
any of the cast. He made up as
as much suggest that he was any. and he moved with the agility
an acrobat. Never once did he
much suggess that he was anything but an agile twenty-odd in
years.
After Shattuck and Warfield,
the laurels should rightfully go to
Catherine Bailey as Ophelia and
Alberto Warren as her brother
Laertes.
Miss Bailey and Mr.
Warren were uniformly good
throughout the three performancMilford Davis and William Davrelieved the audience as the
comical First and Second Gravediggers.
For some unaccountreason, however, whem the
young Hamlet appeared on the
scene the action dragged and a
spirit of restlessness pervaded the
house. Just why the other scenes
of the play should have been
speeded up to a machine-gun
tempo in instances and the burial
e, before and during, should
have been slowed to the point
where nothing seemed to be happening at all . . . is a mystery to
reviewer. Surely Ophelia's
death did not warrant a death of
acting by members of the cast on
age?
The play, as a unified whole, was
exceptionally presented.
There
were moments when this production rose completely out of the
ranks of college Shakespeare. For
the remaining moments, it will
live in the memory of all who witnessed it as one of the finest student interpretations of the "Trag11 Historic of HAMLET, Prince
of Denmarke."
LEWISTON, Mont. (UP)—The
relief investigator was about to
okeh an order for a local family
when she asked:
"Have you any money in th
bank?"
"More than a thousand dollars,"
came the produ reply.
"Then you'll have to use that
for the support of yourself and
your family."
"But—why, we can't do that."
"Why?'
"Because we're saving that
money for a rainy day."
GOLDSBOEO, N. C.—(UP)—A
pine tree cut down near here
measured 44 inches in diameter.
Two men worked three hours felling it. A piece of its bark was
over three inches thick.

Ne-Teb
Artificial
Finger Nails
You just fasten them over your
nails with a solution which is
included and then any color
polish.
They look natural as
can be with their perfect contour. You can use the same
ones many times, too.

Box of Fourteen
$1.00
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Y O W E LLDREW CO.

New Spring Fabrics
. . . for Your New Suit . . .
Come Make a Selection

ED RANDALL
Tailor
You Should Try
Hollingsworth Candy

HONORED

ROLLINS

SANDSPUR

'Bacheller

CONVOCATION Awards
(Continued from Page 1)

X CHANGES

Announced

"But service, though often notthe
The final competit
able, has not always been recog- Florida History Contest sponsored
nized with eminence and honor . . . ilby Irving Bacheller, the novelist,
"Industry has many times r e c o g - ' ^ ^ ^ ^^^^ ^^ Thursday, February
nized signal service by testimon- ' ^^ ^^ ^j^^ ^^^^^^ ^j ^j^. Baeheller.
ials and gifts; colleges, notably' Leila Woo.
Lake Wale:
Columbia, Amherst, and Ober- High School was awarded the Irv! lin, have established bronze me- ing Bacheller gold medal for the
dallions which are presented to best essay on "Historical Landthe alumni of the college in recog- marks of My Country."
Harriet
nition of notable service to alma Brown, Seminole High School,
mater, and the nations of the Sanford, and Julia Mary Neef,
world have established badges Academy of the Holy Name, Tamand medals often known as deco- pa, both won votes from the judgrations.
es in the contest.
"Rollins has chosen the latter
The final decision was based on
the quality of delivery and the
"In establishing the Rollins merits of the essays.
Decoration of Honor, it was deThose assisting Mr. Bacheller
creed that on the first occasion were the following members of a
of the award but one decoration committee sponsored by Rollins
hould be bestowed, although the College: R. W. Blacklock, Gainestrustees could thereafter award on ville, Rose Mills Powers and Rodany academic occasion of the col- ney Lehman, Winter Park, Jean
lege any number determined by Parker and A. J. Hanna, Rollins
them.
College.
PRcsioeffT kUMiiJw Bout
By unanimous action of the
Dr. Hamilton Holt, President, who Board of Trustees, the first award
received the first decoration of of the Rollins Decoration of Hons made to one who for ten
honor ever conferred by Rollins
College. The ceremonies came as fruitful years has served Rollins
a part of Convocation last Monday. with achievement, eminence, and
honor.
"I have the great privilege of
bestowing upon President HamilLEAVENWORTH, Kan. (UP) —
ton Holt the first award of the After spending 12 years as a fugiEollins Decoration of honor and.jive, during which he built up a
of presenting to him a properly successful coal business in Coloinscriber certificate attesting his , j.^^g Springs, Col. Frank McNeely
ight and privilege to
I is back in the federal penitentiary
Miss Anna B. Treat, assistant decoration."
here.
registrar of the college, returned
He was brought back to serve
to the campus Friday from a five
the remaining eight months of a
days visit to Washington, D. C.
30-months sentence for mutilating
where she took part in a meeting
currency.
of the Commission on Relation of
When he was arrested on the
Schools and Colleges, of which she
old charge, McNeely made no prois a member; a regional confertest. Colorado Springs civic leadence of representatives of colleges
ers, including the mayor and chief
On Thursday morning, February of police, petitioned the attorney
in the southern district from
28, Mrs. George T. Ladd will give general in Washington to recomPennsylvania down.
This commission is a part of the an informal talk a t the Rollins mend a pardon.
Progressive Educational Associa- College Art Seminar on her colThe only answer was the arrival
tion, which has as its object the lection of Madonnas. Mrs. Ladd of deputy United States marshalls
broadening of the curriculum of has an excellent collection of to take McNeely back to Leavensecondary schools, and which in about two hundred engravings, worth.
1933 instituted a special curricu- etchings, and color prints which
In Colorado Springs he left not
lum
for
college
preparatory will be on exhibition for several only his business and good repuschools which has been accepted days at the Art Studit
In her tation, but his wife and three chilby some thirty institutions. 280 talk she will refer to th.
dren, two of whom were born
colleges, of which Rollins is one, ing of the various artists who while he was a fugitive. It was a
have agreed to accept graduates have used the Madonna and Child letter from his wife, telling of her
from these institutions without ex- as a subject in their works, from d e s t i t u t e circumstances, that
aminations and without their hav- the time of Cimbue up to the pres caused him to walk away from
ing completed the usual entrance ent day.
the prison where he was a trusty.
requirements, the first class to enThis interesting program is at
"I knew it would come some
ter college in 1936. This plan is the regular seminar period, 10:45 day," McNeely said, "so I worked
to run for five years, at the end Thursday morning, at the Art hard to save up something for the
of which time there will have been Studio.
All who are connected family to live on while I am away.
about 5,000 students who have with the college are cordially in- It was a relief when they caught
gone through the work. The grade vited to attend, and for others a up with me."
system has been done away with, small fee will be charged as usual.
"I served that sentence 20 times
students to be rated by special
in anguish since I ran away. I'm
tests, and by the development and
going to complete payment for
characteristics they have shown
the only thing I ever did in my
throughout
the test.
By
life that I am ashamed of. A fastcareful study of these students,
talking stranger got me off on
the commission hopes to work out
the wrong path."
a new type of secondary school
Under the auspices of the Florcurriculum, which will be a great ida Audubon Society, the public
improvement over the usual meth- will be able to see and hear a
Crowing "Turkey" Giveaway
ods used. This experiment should sound picture of birds brought
SEATTLE (UP)— A "turkey"
be especially interesting to Rol- here by A. A. Allen, Ph.D., Pro- that crowed brought trouble to
lins, because of the changes which fessor of Ornithology at Cornell Tom Singleton and Jim Hayden.
have been instituted here.
University at 8 o'clock, Saturday, The men were carrying a large
paper-covered package when OffiMarch 2.
His picture has met with wide cers E. N. Johnson and Charles
acclaim and is awaited here by Meyers accosted them. "That's a
all local lovers of birds.
"A turkey," said Singleton. Just then
charming story and fascinating a lusty crow issued from the packThe first Rollins Communion photography by the lecturer with age. Investigation showed it conService will be celebrated Sunday songs accurately recorded on the tained two hens and a rooster.
morning at 8:30 in the Frances film in the woods, fields and The men were jailed for investigation.
Chapel with Dean Campbell of- marshes," says one critic.
ficiating.
It is hoped that Dr.
Students of birds and their habHolt will have recuperated from its have at times viewed silent
Predicts Coming of Christ
his present illness sufficiently to moving pictures of birds, but it is
WIT-MINGTON, N. C — ( U P ) —
assist.
unusual to have the actual sounds The second coming of Christ, acThe service has been especially of the birds' songs accompanying
cording to a letter received here,
arranged with a view to incorpor- the film.
Time, care, and skill will take place in February, 1936.
ating features from the commun^ combined to produce this extraFred Hellman of Johnstown, Pa.,
ions of the various denominations, ordinary picture.
writer of the letter, declared he
and creating a celebration which
had received a special message
will be acceptable to all.
Arctic Touch
from "Almighty God."
Hellman
Breakfast will be served in th(
SEATTLE (UP)—A 400-pound wrote that he had sent the mesCommons at 8 o'clock, and all stu ice cake added an Arctic touch to
sage to "all our governors," and
dents are urged to attend. Whih a Y.M.C.A swimming party. The
was sending it to "all our cities."
the service is primarily for thf swimmer able to stay longest on
Rollins
Family,
parents
and the "berg" as it floated in the pool
friends will be welcome.
won a prize. Another feature was
an old-fashioned bathing suit paCome on Down
ADVERTISE IN
rade, with awards for the most
THE SANDSPUR
ancient swimming garbs.
and

Man Is
Jailed on
Old Charge

Miss A. B. Treat
Attends Education
Conference

Mrs. Ladd to
Speak on Art
Collection

Audubon Society
Sponsors
Lecture on Birds

Communion Service
Next Sunday

Eat at

Sounds Plenty Good
The dancers at Michigan State
have an easy life, because they do
not have to worry about "the
morning after," as class cuts are
allowed until noon the day after
a dance.
Then there is also another nice privilege, seemingly in
order to accomodate those who
wish to get in condition better
to enjoy the dance—cuts are allowed after three o'clock on the
day of a formal dance. Then again
maybe they allow the cuts that
day so as the students will have
plenty of time to get into a soup
and fish."
—Mercer Cluster.
Unearths Rat Traps
Liquor flasks, rat traps
and
market baskets, all made of stone
and dating back to 143 B. C , have
been unearthed by Dr. Leroy
Waterman of the University of
Michigan at Selucia, in Mesopotamia.
Am. Campus
Students taking i history examination at the Los Angeles
Junior College were asked to state
the Monroe Doctrin • briefly. One
paper read—"Scran , foreigners."
—^The Florida Flambeau
Among the new and enlightening
facts about sleep revealed by the
studies of Dr. Nathaniel Kleitman, of the University of Chicago,
is that the average individual does
gymnastics many seconds every
hour to rest himself from the
exertion of sleeping.
—Brown Daily Herald
Maybe They Want
A Liberal Education
European countries often ridicule the American system of education, and, according to them,
American colleges and universities are "impossible."
Strange,
then, that 8,000 foreign students
from 110 nations of the world attend our colleges.
—De Paula
He Never Though of That
The while I swat
The buzzing flies,
I can't restrain
My thoughts and sighs
I needn't swat
Until I'm blue.
If Noah had
Just swatted two.
—'Michigan Daily
Aah, I'd rather play bridge . . .
Last night I held a little hand,
So dainty and so neat;
Methought my heart would
burst,
.So wildly did it beat.
Little hand I held last night
It was a wondrous thing,
0, little hand I held last night.
Four aces and a king.
—Daily Illini.
There are two kinds of students
who brag about their grades, those
who make mostly A's and thaose
who make mostly A's and those
who come up with flunks.
It is necessary for the A student
to describe how his high marks
were made in order to avoid misconception that he might be an
apple polisher.
The flunkers
must tell how they were discriminated against or else how little,
after all, they really studied.
Strange as it seems, no one at
the University will admit that he
or she is a trifle dumb. Those
who find themselves up to their
ears in flunks usually carry it off
wit ha sophisticated shrug implying—"Boy, do I get around."—The
Daily Kansan.

Quality Meats
Fish
Poultry

Telephone 101
for Quick Deliveries

A Sparks Theatre

35c

10c

*Iinitation of Life'*

Thursday & Friday

"LIVES OF A
BENGAL ANLCER"
with
GARY COOPER E
FRANCHOT TONE

Saturday Only!

"SWEET
ADELINE"
with

Irene Dunn
Ned Sparks

Sunday Thru Tuesday!

T^'^ BEST-LOVED
PICTURE
OF 1935!

mmm

Breakfast

NOACK'S

Lunch
Dinner

...SPECIAL...
Three 8x10 Portraits $3.00
Also One 8x10 Colored and Complete in Frame $4.95

FIELDS
MAUREEN

For Those of Distinctively Discriminating Tastes
We Advocate . . . .

FLORA STUDIO
Phone Orlando 7695

NORRIS'

OMAHA, Neb.,
-(UP)
The butterfly, the flapper, the
lounge lizard and the sophisticate are fast disappearing typeg
among
college
students, Dr.
Charles W. Gilkey, dean of the
University of Chicago chapel, said
in an address here.
"It is the best generation of
college students I have ever seen
in 30 years of contact with students," Dr. Gilkey said.
Increased attendance at chapel
and more interest in religious
discussion were cited as evidence
of the disappearance of the "hardboiled" college generation.
Today's students are seriousminded, realistic and convinced
something is radically wrong with
a social scheme which offers them
so little, Dr. Gilkey said.
"Students are not at all convinced about the solution of our
situation but they are convinced
that something is wrong." Dr. Gilkey said.
"Communism attracts
the smallest group of all because
it is a dogma and if there is one
thing a college student can't stand
for it is dogma."
The most pressing social issue
for students, is war, according to
the doctor. He said there are more
young men and women willing to
go to jail rather than to war than
ever before.
There are still more, he asid,
who though not avowed pacifists,
reserve the right to decide in their
own minds whether a war is justified before enlisting.

Sanitary Market

Pocket Editions

(The College Store)

Says Students
T a k e College
Seriously

Phone 413
Winter Park

BARR YMO R E

Where JEAN Our Chef Gives Service

"Clean Clothes Craftsmen"

"NE PLUS ULTRA"
Phone 7690
Orlando

Phone 6571

NA MAY

O L I V E R
FRANK LAWTON
ELIZABETH

CHEZ MAURICE

Orange Laundry
Acme Colonial Cleaners

O S U L L l VAN
M A D G E EVANS

29 E. Pine St., Orlando

FREDDIE

BARTHOLOMEW
LEWiS STONE
ROLAND YOUNG

THE
RAT SQUEAKS

ROLLINS

BENNY

SANDSPUR

By J. Carver Pusey

Sez You!

By Toy

Ladies and Gentlemen, we are
sick of it all. Very tired indeed.
Yes, we are disgust'.
And why
are we so down-cast, why are we
overcome with ennui? Why? It
should be asked why! Why? Because we are blamed for being
lazy, undependable, and not so
good for anything, when we, of
course, are.
Four times now, no less, we
have been blamed for not writing
this stuff and each and every one
of the four times we have had it
written. But the editors have cut
it out, on account of lack of space.
So if you people, for some unknown reason, want to read this
stuff each week and it isn't forthcoming, please don't tell us about
it, but mention it to Dave Bothe
or Jean Parker, who are the editors and who do the cutting. We
can't do anything about it.
But don't get us wrong. We're
not asking you to ask for us. We're
just telling all of them as has
kicked to us, that we can't help it.
So if you want to blame somebody,
don't blame us; for all cut is classes, and we don't cut any more
of them than we can possibly help.
There were two things we wanted to tell you about last week.
One of them was the Pop Concert tomorrow. But it's too late
now, unless you would care to go
to it, and undoubtedly many people will go and enjoy it.
A Pop
Concert, so they say, means "popular" and not Beethoven nor Bach.
The other was about the play in
the Annie Russell which was a
Student Company job and not the
Artists' Series, but since it's all
over there's not much sense in
telling you which tickets to use.

Berto Warren, Laertes to you,
who not only gave a fine performance but who also helped build
most of the scenery.
Cathie Bailey, the unforgettable
Ophelia.
Dud Felder who took the part of
e First Player and was the
Player King.
Si Vario, we didn't mean to put
him last, as Horatio.
And also Peggy Jennison, and
any number of others who had
smaller parts or greater parts written by Gulielma Daves and
which didn't come to our mind at put in the linen closet.
There,
the moment.
between a lot of candlesticks and
a supply of clean unfolded napkins, nestled this cute little note
And while we're on the subject,
against a pile of two dozen foldthough it isn't exactly Rat
ed and carefully counted mug-mopSqueaks, there is a lot to the
pers (we're running out of synoor about taking the show to
nyms):— "These napkins have
New York and if more interest is
been folded with much labor by
vn in the project it has a good Gulielma Daves , . . for her own
chance of going. Of course, the
wants the trip and it would be
swell advertising, some of the
Si Vario crashes into the limebest. But on the other hand the
school doesn't want to spend the light again this week. It seems the
boy
was out canoeing with the apmoney.
However, gossip has it
that Dr. Fleischman has promised ple of his eye and that unavoidable
third party. Everything was
to underwrite half the expense—
$5,000—and so the show may go, going fine. Si paddling and enjoying
the afternoon, until he notif this is correct.
iced that his spare tire was havThen, in this line, there is the
ing fun and making time with his
thought of taking a tour round
date all over the bottom of the
various coUeges of the country
canoe, which is carrying "twoand playing one or two-night
timing" a bit far, don't you think?
stands on the way up and back.
A good booking agent might save
a lot of traveling expenses.
Bobby Bennett, so they say,
was sadly disappointed the other
)own in the Beanery a week or day. She deliberately touched the
ago we found one of the cut- cat, but nobody would throw her
into the lake; so now she's heartlittle signs of all time.

broken since her eyes are the only from Chase who went out to pick
oranges the other night.
After
wet things she's got.
they got several dozen in the
Ed Levy came through with a canoe, they decided they had
new thought several nights ago. enough; they'd really made quite
He was drawling, you know that a hole in one tree's decorations.
North Carolina speech that doesn't ! But the trouble was the oranges
quite have enough energy to really were all bitter-sweets.
Jane Browne and Ginnie Brazsay it, about one of his acquaintances who apparently drinks con- nell, we think they were the girls,
siderably. "He just absorbs the were the most unthanked people
stuff. I'm goin' to have to start of the whole Hamlet production.
calling him Absorbine Junior The poor little things stayed up
night after night and worked day
soon."
after day on three shields to be
hung in one of the sets.
Then
Incidentally, we've been advised
when they got them finished, it
to ask the origins of the names
seemed that they had been made
"Putty" and "Lucky".
But we
wrong although according to specknow the stories so it's "Hi-noon,
ifications and so they had to be
the towel's in the balcony" and
covered with paper and repainted.
that's all we dare say about it,
They had to do it all again. The
we're too Chaste.
net result was that the scenery and
the lighting was so crowded that
Poor Pat. The female half of the shields couldn't be hung and
the deSchweinitz team had an aw- nobody even knew that they had
ful time last Monday.
She was even been thought of at all.
trying to keep the procession to
convocation in order, and it didn't
work.
Walt Varney is that blond Apollo, the heart-breaker
transfer
Then there are a couple of gents from N. H. State, whom we prom-

ised to name for you, if you remember the last effort.
Bunny Harris showed up well
during Convocation.
She was
carrying a white and blue compact which matched her white and
blue dress and her white bracelets. (Who ever said we couldn't
report for the social editor. The
bride wore . . .)
And by way of envoiy after
three hours of convocation and
two of the Sandspur luncheon (the
luncheon was pretty good, thank
you.)
Writing is an art it seems
The hidden answer to my dreams.
Oh, I wish that I could be
Just as bright as some I see
Instead of writing all night long
And getting this rot for a song.

Moumtains and is ideally situated
for wild animals. Deer in h-ordfl
stroll by the school house. Squirrels play in an orchard nearby.
Panthers have been seen on the
ranoh. Martha Anderson is the
teacher and conducts classes for
Mary Ann Kokernot and two Mexican girls.
Dude Ranchers Migrate

Cody, Wyo. (UP)—The latest
wrinkle in the dude ranch business
is making it a migratory proposition. I. H. Larom, president of
the dude ranchers association and
his dude guests have moved to his
Sahuaro Lake ranoh at Mesa, Ariz.,
where they will live until the first
of April. The dude ramch season
in Wyoming, more through custom
than necessity, is sliort.
Laxom
believes that dude ranchers soon
Wild Life by Schoolhouse
will make it a general practice to
Alpine, Tex. (UP)—Sflhool chil- operate in Wyoming and Montana
dren on the Kokernot ranch, 15 in the summer and migrate south
miles north of here, do not have in the winter.
to leave their books to study wild
life—they simply gaze out of the
Reach Rollins Throueh the
schoolroom window. Tihe nanoh is
Sandspur
located in the heart of the Davis

But speaking of Hamlet, we
vote boquets and bouquets (pronounced: bo-cays and boo-kets) to:
Gulie Daves who held down the
most difficult job on the whole
production, working the switchboard when she couldn't see the
stage and didn't have any signals
or help, (except once or twice
when she had to pull over three
switches at once and just didn't
have enough hands.)
Pat Guppy who adapted and de^
signed the costumes, it was one of
the most beautiful shows w(
seen in a long while.
Pete McCann, without whom
doubt if the seenery would have
been ready or the lighting in pi
—he had something to do with
almost every part of the produc
tion except advertising and usher^
ing.

. . . QUALITY . . .

The Rendezvous
BOOKS
SOLD or RENTED

The OWL BOOK SHOP
10 Washington St. Arcade
Orlando

The

Little Grey House
to Dine

Plenty of Music

^XcfeuSOilkA

Charles Wright
Hairdresser
9 Washington Arcade
TeL 3522

Others may disappoint. I never d o . I ' m always mild, alwa}^

Orlam

fine to taste—because I ' m made of fragrant, expensive center
leaves, only. T u r n your back on top leaves. I do. T h e y ' r e raw,

GROVER
MORGAN

bitter, stinging. T u r n your back on bottom leaves because these
coarse, sandy, g r i m y bottom leaves don't belong in y o u r s m o k e .
Before I consider it worthy, every leaf must be a center leaf,
mild, fine-tasting, fragrant. T h a t ' s w h y I'm your best friend.

Jeweler—Engraver
Parker
Pens

1
1

Elgin
Watches

GROVER
MORGAN

IES USE ONLY TH

TER LEAVES...CENTER LEAVES GIVE YOU THE MILDEST SMOKE

FOUR

THE

Radio Control
P U B L I S H E D W E E K L Y BY U N D E R GRADUATE STUDENTS OF
ROLLINS

During the past week-end many
persons in this locality listened to
one or more addresses on the controversial subject of control of the
radio. This has been an important
issue for the past few years in the
United States but on which has been
frequently overlooked by a nation
"onfronted with problems of perhaps
more emminence. However, it is a
subject to which we may sometime,
possibly soon, be forced to form an
opinion. The controversy arises over
the possibility of having the radio
programs governed by the administrative powers of the country or bjthe advertisers who support those
programs, as is now the case.
The speaker of last week advocated
the continuance of permitting the
.advertiser to control the subjects
broadcast on the air. In his discussion he implied that by control he
meant absolute control. In advocating the advertiser's position as the
dictator of his broadcast he was no
doubt correct. However, he was correct only so far that in the event of
compete control it would be better
to keep the power out of the government's hands. In this way, he maintained, the United States could continue to have freedom of speech and
the right to express one's beliefs.
He overlooked the fact that we might
arrive at a medium between the two
"/hich would be more beneficial than
either of the other plans.
It would be to the United States'
advantage to discontinue much of the
advertising and ballyhoo which has
been emanating from various radio
stations for some time. If this had
to be done at a sacrifice of the right
of free speech, it would be disadvantageous But we are of the conviction that the ballyhoo could be removed and freedom in speaking regained not by government control,
but rather by government supervision. The freedom of the press has
not yet been removed. Free universal education has remained unhampered despite administrative watching. Why not radio supervision with
a bettering of present conditions?
England has such a system as that
which we suggest. The government
does not control the content of each
speech or program to the letter of
the word. However, the people are
taxed, they support their entertainers by this tax and by leasing the
stations, and they have successfully
eliminated all the advertisers' propaganda and programs of unpleasant
and valueless natures. If such a
plan is effective and desirable in
Great Britain, there remains little
reason that it could not prove equally successful in this country. Both
sides of the question are worthy of
"consideration.

ROLLINS

SANDSPUR

presentation than would otherwise
have come in a score of years. These
gains are attributable to our abandonment of the course credit system
and the adoption of a program of
comprehensive examinations."
—Pitt News

By Pa
[HOW IT BEGAN B^IC

a//:

ON THE AIR

WDBO—580 Kc.
WJZ—760 Kc.
WSB—740 Kc.
WABC 860 Kc.
Unassuming
yet mighty,
sharf and
WEDNESDAY
pointed, well-rounded yet ma?iy sided, as1:00 P. M.—George Hall, 1.
siduously tenacious, yet as gritty and en6:30 P. M.—Vincent Travers,!.
ergetic as its name imflies, victorious if
W H Y INDIANS
8:30 P. M.—Wayne King, 3.
After four years of work and an
(ingle combat and therefore without a feer,
MOUNT A
10:00 P. M.—Guy Lombardo, 3.
expenditure of more than 5100.000,
wonderfully
attractive and extensive in
H
O R S E FROM
10:30 P. M.—Ray Noble, 3.
C. S. Hammond & Co., the map peocirculation', all these will be jound ufon
11:00 P. M.—Hal Kemp, 2.
THE
RIGHT
SIDE
ple,
have
deposited
on
our
desk
a
investigation to be among the extraordiINDIAN CARRIED HIS bOW
11:80 P. M.—Eddie Duchin, 3.
handsome "blue book" of maps and
nary qualities of the
SANDSPUR.
IN WS LEFT HAND, AND r
12:30 A. M.—George Hall, 6.
FROM THE RIGHT SIDE OF THE
other information called "Our PlanHORSE IN ORDER TO KEEP Wb Bcwv
THIRSDAY
et."
HAND FREE OVER THE HORSE'S B « K .
12:45 P. M.—George Hall, 1.
"There are two hundred million
1:15 P. M . ^ I o e Haymes, 1.
square miles on the earth's surface,"
DELAWARE
5:00 P. M.—Loretta Lee, 1.
they inform us, "and 'Our Planet'
ANGLO SAXON'wEf? BECAME THE
6:15 P. M.—Vincent Trovers, 1.
ENGLISH " W E l K " CAN OBSTRUCTION
has mapped every mile of it."
TO RAISE THE HEIGHT OF WATER
6:30 P. M. Frank Dailey, 1.
We don't doubt it. But their stateIN A STI5EAM), SO THE V^ElR-KEEPER
7:45 P. M.—Red Nichols, 2.
GOT THE FAMILY NAME "PELAWARR
ment is modest. Not only have they
8:00 P. M.—Rudy Vallee, 3.
charted every geographic wrinkle
9:00
P. M.—Glen Gray, 1.
on this earth, but they also have
9:30 P. M.— Fred Waring, 1;
mapped a large part of man's moveQ
y£.".i
I Paul Whiteman, 3.
ment and conquest in history and exploration. There are p'hysical, ec12:00 P. M.—George Olsen, 2;
onomic and population maps of all
I Henry King, 3; Herbie Kay, 6.
Member Winter Park Chamber of
the continents, and an illustrated
I 12:30 A. M.^Toe Reichman, 3.
Commerce
gazeteer of the world. Recently
I 1:00 A. M.—Claude Hopkins, 6.
changed boundaries and newly exI
FRIDAY
Publication Office:
Fairbanks Avenue
plored lands are brought down to
8:45 A. M.—Eaton Boys, 1.
at Interlachen
date.
11:45 A. M.—Captivators, 1.
1:00 P. M.—George Hall, 1.
T E L E P H O N E 187
Babson Park—How do you feel 000,000
the past year, while
5:00 P. M Joe Haymes, 1.
"Willingly to School" (Round Tababout inflation, Mr. Babson?" If gross go-^.'rnment debt has in7:15 P. M.—Dick Messner, 1.
le Press), photographs of children
, NovemEnter ed
econd
I was asked this question once, I creased $4,000,000,000 to a new
t Winter
the
r 24, 1925.
8:00 P. M.—Irene Rich, 2.
having fun at school, and no won:h 3, 1879.
da, Ider t he act
was asked it twenty times on my all-time peak!
We must watch
11:00 P. M.—Ozzie Nelson, 5;
der! They are peering through micrecent trip South.
Bankers and our step very carefully for we
Hal Kemp, 2.
roscopes, raising pets, putting on
publishers, farmers and manufac- are slowly slipping toward budshows and making things at carpen11:30 P. M.—Noble Cissel, 2;
turers, retailers and professional getary inflation.
ter's benches and sewing machines.
Jolly Coburn, 3.
men asked me the same question. Budget Inflation Ends Up With
We knew that the three R's had un12:0OMid.—Cab Calloway, 5.
Wliile volumes and volumes have
Printing I'resses
dergone mighty changes in recent
SATURDAY
heen
written
on
the
sdbject,
I
Finally,
when
all
hope
of
ever
years, but didn't realize until we
1:15 P. M.—George Hall, 1.
EDITORIAL STAFF
would like to discuss what infla- balancing the budget has passed,
went through this book that even
5:00 P. M.—Little Jack Little, 1.
tion is, how it comes about, and the second type of inflation mergEDITOR
Gordon Jones
the rows of desks with inkwells sunk
8:30 P. M.—George Olsen, 2.
The governits advantages and disadvantages. es into the first.
in the upper corner are disoppear9:30 P. M.—Richard Himber, 5.
Acting Editor
A. D. Bothe
Some
Type ot Inflation Inevitable ment can no longer borrow money
ing from schoolrooms.
10:30 P. M.—Guy Lombardo, 2;
Confidence in 3 hour dance program, 3.
First, what is inflation? Stated at safe rates.
Business Mgr
Bonar Collinson
A vivid presentation of modern
There is a [ 11:00 P. M.—Glen Gray, 1.
simply, inflation is an increase in public bonds fails.
Adv. Commissioner
H. P. Abbott
educational theory.
mad
rush
to
exchange
bonds
and
the quantity of money. "Money"
I 11:,30 P. M.—Charlie Davis, 2.
includes credit as well as currency. currency for tangibles. Prices of i 12:00 P. M.—Cab Calloway, 6.
ASSISTING STAFF
"Quantity" includes velocity of cir- land and commodities skyrocket. I 12:30 P. M.—Hal Kemp, 2;
NEWS
Jean Parker
culation as well as amount in cir- Business booms for a brief in- Frank Dailey, 5.
The printing presses run
FEATURE
Jane Pelton
culation.
Hence, inflation means stant.
1:00 P. M.—Cluade Hopkins, 6.
SOCIETY
Leah Jeanne Bartlett
a
speeding up of the velocity of faster and faster until finally the
SUNDAY
EXCHANGE
Betty Trevor
By Dean Charles A. Campbell
crash
comes.
And the pricking
money and [ or credit. What good
PROOF
Gordon Spence
7:00
P. M . ^ a c k Benny with
does this do. Theoretically, it is of the inflated balloon ushers in Don Bestor, 2.
ASSISTANTS
another
period
of
deflation
for
Mary Peck, Jane Sensenbrenner, Seymour
supposed to make money cheaper
NOTHING HAPPENS
7:30 P. M . ^ o e Penner with
more drastic than the preceding
Banard, Bob Van Beynum, Nan Poeller.
and easier to get.
This in turn
Ozzie Nelson, 2.
Of the myriad creatures of earth,
increases public buying power,
REPORTERS:
8:00 P. M.—Eddie Cantor with
man alone, apparently, is capable of
retail sales, industrial production,
The third method, credit infla- Rubinoff, 5.
directing himself, voluntarily, to a
rack Barrington, John Bills, Louise Bradjobs and wages, dividends, and tion, is the type which w< hope
9:30 P. M.—Walter Winchell, 2.
ford, Bob Black, Arthur Dear, Olcott Demdefinite goal.
ing, Marlen Eldredge. Bunny Harris, Nan
around
the
circle
again.
In
other
for
today.
It would be s
10:00 P. M.—Wayne King, 5.
Poeller, Elisabeth Richards, Isabelle Rogers,
Emily Showalter, Howard Showalter, Bill
words, it starts the wheels of in- to the inflation we had fror 1926
11:00 P. M.—Little Jack Little,
Woodhull, George Young.
If not, he is but a helpless puppet
dustry moving.
In fact, some to 1929.
It can be controlled 5; Henry King, 3.
in the clutch of a blind, imperious
kind of inflation or expansion is the other types cannot be control!
11:30 P. M.—Emil Coleman, 2.
BUSINESS STAFF
fate.
ed once actually under way. Ir 12:00 Mid.—Cab Calloway, 5; Abe
necessary to boost business.
CIRCULATION
Joseph Jardine
What are the three main types recent months we have laid thi Lyman, 3.
ADVERTISING
Jack MacWatt
base for $230,000,000,000 of credMan, if he desires, may modify his
12:15 A. M.—Gus Arnheim, B.
of inflation ?
John Bullock, Robert Stanley, Norris Clarfc
it expansion which compares with
environment and may improve him12:30 A. M.—Joe Haymes, 5;
Currency Inflation:..., Through
$56,000,000,000 in 1929. Business Stan Meyers, 2; Don Pedro, 3.
self, otherwise, there could be no soincreasing the number of coins
men, however, are not yet using )
sial progress and redemption.
MONDAY
Unsigned editorials in these coland bills by reducing the gold conthis latent credit. While bank deumns are exfressions oj the o-pinion oj
12:46 P. M.—Dick Messner, 1.
tent of the dollar, by the moneposits have jumped $3,000,000,000
The ant, with all its industry; the
the fublication;
all others must be
5:00
P.
M.^CIaude
Hopkins, 1.
tization of silver, or by printing
m the past year and are almosi
bee, with its instinct for geometry;
accefted as indicative only oj the sen5:30 P. M.—Jan Savitts, 1.
more paper money. This is comback to the level of 1929, their
the beaver, with its engineering
timents oj those writers to whom they
6:30
P.
M.—Vincent
Travers, 1.
monly known as "printing-press"
are credited by signature oj name or
skill, are following automatically in
speed of turnover, as measured by] 8:00 P. M.—Jan Garber, Richard
inflation.
initial.
the steps of their ancestors for a
bank debits, continues to slacken. Himber, Ozzie Nelson.
2. B u d g e t a r y Inflation:
^Tundred thousand years without
During 1929 each dollar of deposit
8:30 P. M.—Kate Smith, 5.
Through the government spending
deviation. There is no evidence of
turned over seventy times; in 1933
10:00 P. M Wayne King, 5.
By Bernard Fleming
more money year after year than
deliberate advance through
the
only twenty-eight times; and to11:00 A. M.—Glen Gray, B; Jack
it
receives.
It
goes
heavily
into
countless ages.
An experiment in modern educaday it is only turning over at the Denny.
debt and sooner or later makes up
tion which dispenses with credits,
rate of twenty-four times per
11:15 P. M.—Glen Gray.
the deficit by printing bonds or
Last Sunday the ninth volume of
course marks, and compulsory class
Nothing that is really consequenyear.
11:30 P. M._Gus Arnheim, B;
paper money.
the Rollins Animated Magazine was
attendance, being carried on by the
tial ever "happened". Things occur
Credit Expansion Depends
Jolly Coburn, 2.
"published, "the only magazine in the
University of Chicago in its College,
3. Credit Inflation: Through
—they do not happen. Otherwise,
on Confidence
12:00
Mid.—Charlie Davis, 2.
world that comes to life" as it is
is showing a marked advancement
expanding the volume of bank
life is an unanswerable enigma.
Our great problem now is to
12:30 A. M.—Art Kassel, 3;
popularly known to the public. Famover the College's former method of
credit.
Remember each dollar use our huge bank credit reserves Charlie Davis, 2; Cluade Hopkins,
ous men stood on the platform, auinstruction.
of credit does just the same work and to speed up the turnover of
The Magna Charter did not hapthors, statesmen, and poets, and deThe new plan, in its fourth year at
as each dollar of currency.
pen; "Paradise Lost" did not happen;
money—not to increase the numTUESDAY
livered to an interested audience
the University, gives students full
the conquest of typhus fever did not
Currency Inflation Disastrous j ber of currency dollars in banks
8:00 A. M.—Eton Boys, 1.
either original speches, or selections
latitude in use of their time.
They
hapen; the telephone did not happen;
The first type is utterly disas- i or to pile up government debt. But
10:15 A. M.—Eton Boys, 1.
from their own publishd works. It
are judged for course completion by
all these things were thought out and
trous. Numerous European coun- j before we can hops to have any
1:00 P. M.—George Hall, 1.
was a great day, as it is every year
their ability to pass batteries of
patiently wrought out. They were
tries tried it in the past fifteen real credit expansion, confidence
S;00 P. M.—Columbia Variety
for both Florida and Rollins College.
comprehensive examinations rather
conceived before they were born.
years and are still wallowing in must be reestablished among bus- Hour, 1.
Over six thousand people came, saw,
than attendance in classes and abileconomic chaos as a result. Call- iness men.
If this is done and
7:15 P. M.—Morton Downey, 2;
heard, and went away satisfied. They
ity to pass instructor's examinations.
able mortgages, life insurance, and we use our tremendous facilities Vincent Travers, 1.
Who can believe that the starry
vill not forget this day, nor will they
Concentration by the Chicago facuniverse merely happened. Only a
bank deposits are smashed under for credit expansion, America will
8:00 P. M.—Leo Reisman, 2.
forget Rollins College.
ulty on course design has resulted in
fool could assert that nature, with its
this type of inflation. Only those see the biggest boom in history.
8:30 P. M.—Wayne King, 3;
'•^etter selection of materials and betorderly sequence, is a fortuitious
who can afford to hold non-call- But whether or not confidence will Lawrence Tibbett, 2; Claude HopShould we deduce, therefore, that
of atoms.
ter class organization. It is no longable mortgages, and the owners of return under the present Admin- kins, 1.
this important event is merely a
er necessary to be in residence at the
real estate equities, common istration is a question. A change
publicity "stunt", the purpose of
9:00 P. M.—Ben Bernie, 3; Bing
College, and a student may take the
stocks and goods weathi
Acknowledging the vastness of the
the , of government or a coalition may Crosby
which is to publicize the name of RolMills Brothers, 5.
comprehensive examjnaitions, seven
storm. The biggest objection to be necessary to bring back pros-j 9:30 P. M.—Isham J.
cosmos and the measureless reaches
lins College? The unthinking, cyni:s, 1; Ed
in number, whenever he thinks it adthis type of inflation is that it Perity!
of its glory we believe that beyond
cal, pseudo-intellectual will answer
I Wynn with Eddie Duchin.
visable.
Examinations
are
six
takes from the worthy and gives
it all and in it all there is a self-con"Yes". However, the answer goes
But prosperity cannot be de-, 10:00 P. M.—Glen Gray, 1
hours long, divided between morning
to the unworthy.
Hospitals, col- layed indefinitely without bring-] 11:00 P. M.—Frank Dailey, 1
scious intelligence—a supreme dedeeper than a mere surface impresand afternoon on a given day.
leges, "widows and orphans", and ing on radical inflation.
signer—an eternal purposer.
sion. In reality this Animated MagRelief I Abe Lyman,
Each student must pass 42 hours
all others who depend upon their expenses are mounting very r a p - | 11:30 P. M.—Johnny Green, 1
azine is another part of the complex
of exams, at one exam period of two
investments for existence pay the idly.
Otherwise, our faces are flat in the
"Rollins Plan". Here students have
Unemplayment
Carl Hoff, 2.
weeks or spread them over several
piper's bill.
It is not necessary at about the same level as a year
dust of complete confusion.
the opportunity to grasp visually the
1:00 P. M.—Claude Hopkins.
periods within two calendar years.
to print additional money now. ago, but there are 3,000,000 more
material that lies "cut and dried" beFor all students there are five genWe have a larger money supply people receiving doles. On the
It was a Hebrew poet who sang,
tween the pages of their text books.
Son Holds Father's Fame
eral comprehensive
examinations
than at any time in our history! other hand, business has been
"The heavens declare the glory of
They can see and hear the very peoMoscow (UP)—The fame of
specifically required in these five
The second method of inflation moving upward since September
God and the firmament showetli his
ple about whom they read and study.
fields: English composition; biologihandiwork", The undevout astronois merely the first type under a and the advance is gaining mo- Vladimir Durov, internationally
Hearing an author interpret his own
known animal trainer who died
cal sciences, the humanities, social i mer is mad.
flase cloak. Because this is true. mentum.
lines of poetry or prose gives a lastFro
ging I here recently is being maintained
sciences and physical sciences. Two
ing, living understanding to lifeless
it is all the
insidious.
The , to be
.
gi'and race between rising I by his son, Vladimir, junior. The
additional
examinations
are
elective;
In the moral realm, nothing can
printed pages.
government i today easily float-| busmess activity in one lane and I young Durov recently made his
chosen usually, from the departmenCharacter does not happen.
ing bonds at a very low interest
pidly mounting dole in the | debut in the Moscow a s trainer of
tal fields.
Students at Rollins have a rare
It is the result of deliberate choice,
rate.
But remember, only the I other. It low seems almost cer- almost 100 animals ranging from
privilege in the Animated Magazine.
According to Chauncey S. Boucher,
of conflict, of struggle. I suppose
banks are buying these bonds and j tain we will have some kind of
elephants to parrots,
the
The speakers heard last Sunday may
dean of the College, the results of
that in the house of every man's life
paying for them with depositors' J inflation. Which kind depends
uncanny method of painless train
appear from time to time in other
Chicago's experiments are gratifyare two occupants, each striving for
distributes bank depositors' mon-, the government!
mg which made his "zoopsycholo,
colleges in the country, speak to a
ing: "As a result of printed syllabi
supremacy; an angel and a devil;
ey in its huge spending program. ' Business, as registered by the gist" father fam.ous—^hypnotism.
bored assembly, and be soon forgotand, particularly, of our examination
God and mammon; the spirit and the
A large part of the funds find ', Babsonchart, is now 12 per cent
ten, but nowhere do they appear in
system, we have developed in three
esh; and in the long run the soul
their way back to the banks as above a year ago, but still
You will never again be in danan aggregate g r o u p , delivering
years more significant improvements
must favor one or the other.
new deposits and more government 25 per cent below normal.
ger of being killed by kindness if
speeches at an occasion so unique and
in the clear definition of educational
bonds are purchased.
This same '
— .
you
manage to escape it during
impressive that those who witness
objectives, and in the selection of maJesus on one side; Judas on the
cycle goes on and on.
Bank de- | Ears plugged by the cotton of
the first three years of your life.
the "publication" will never forget it.
terials ai^d the(ir organization and
other. Take your choice!
posits have jumped about $3,000,- j prejudice.-^ames Huneker.
Printopics
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Babson Explains
New Deal Inflation

ASermon in aSentence

THE

Annual Greek
letter Dance
Held at San Juan

SANDSPUR
LUNCHEON

ROLLINS SANDSPUR

Annual Alumni
Debaters Given
Luncheon Held in Close Decision
College Commons Over Penn.

OTHER
CAMPI

(Continued from page 1)
Columbia University (New York
Last Wednesday night a Rollins
As for the papCity) has buildings and grounds
The annual Greek letter dance present paper.
The annual Alumni Luncheon debating team composed of James
The Upsilon Beta Chapter of valued a t $55,000,000, while HarKappa Kappa Gamma sorority
I was held last Saturday night a t er's name, there was a t that time, was held in the College Commons Holden and George Young defeatUniversity
(Cambridge,
i the San Juan Hotel in Orlando according to Mr. Mowbray, a cow. last Saturday, with Rex Beach pre- ed a University of Pennsylvania wishes to announce as its new the Chi Omega sorority entertain- vard
I from ten until two. The late path from Cloverleaf to The Com- siding as toastmaster. Addresses team. Irving Segal and Seymour president Jane Smith who is re- ed relatives and friends for lunch- Mass.) is worth about $125,000,hour was occasioned by a French mons, better known today as of welcome were delivered by Gor- Kety, both veteran debaters, were placing Nancy Cushman as pre- eon at the college Commons Sun- 000 and Yale University (New
day, February 24. Among those Haven, Conn.) about $100,000,000.
On this cowpath the don Jones, Elfreda Winant, Robert
dinner and reception a t President Beanery.
the representatives of the north- siding officer of the sorority.
Holt's home, to which the senior students became well acquainted Black, David Schrage, Gordon ern University. Rollins' negative Other officers of the Sorority were present were: Lucille Kramp, Mrs.
Hess, Mrs. "Von Esh, Jeannette
with the sharp-pointed, many-sided Spence,
class was invited.
also
installed
Monday
evening
Jack
McDowall and argument was the best in the
At the University of Holland
Houghten, Clara Adolf, Ethel
Chaperones for the occasion plant, the Sandspur, the character George Miller.
unique customs govern the conminds of the judges. However, February 18th.
Hahn, Mrs. Schulten, Marlen
were Dr. and Mrs. McLaren, Pro- of which inspired the name, Eollins
duct of fraternity pledges. Each.
A f t e r t h e l u n c h e o n t h e Pennsylvania, upholding the afThe sorority entertained its Eldredge, Mary Sinclair, Jean
Sandspur.
Among
other
customs
fessor and Mrs. Pfister, and Probusiness meeting was turned <
firmative side of the Pi Kappa home-coming alumnae and mem- Parker, Edith Taylor Pope, Olive pledge must have his ihair shaved
of that day, was the fact that the
fessor and Mrs. Kinsler.
off and enter the house by a winto A. J. Hanna, Chairman of the Delta question, proved to be one
Business Manager had to ride
bers with a tea Friday the 22nd. Dickson, Mrs. Dickson, Kay Lewis, dow. Under no circumstances is
Stuart Eaton, George Hines,
Alumni Council. Reports were of the strongest opponents that
Ester Knepper, Mrs. Sheets, Mrs.
Kate, the horse, for his visits to
Leonard Roth, were the men apgiven by Katherine Lewis, the ex- the team has met this year. The Miss Sara Harbottle who is to be Meeker, Nan Poeller, Jean Plumb, he allowed to use the door.
Orlando.
Mr. Mowbray stated
—Swathmore Phoenix
pointed by the Inter-Fraternity
ecutive secretary; Fred Ward, judges' decision was two votes for married in the Spring was honor- Mary Chapman, Dot Smith Franthat he plans to make his winter
Council to take charge of arrangetreasurer; John Neville, chairman the negative and one for the af- ed a t this time with a shower ces Lee Robinson, and Mrs. Mark
home here at Winter Park.
given her by members of the soThe college of New Rochelle set
ments for the dance; Elfreda Wiof the Rollins Alumni Fund; and firmative.
Eldredge.
Mr. J. Herald Hill, third speak- Severin Bourne, keeper of the Roldown as their ideal man one with
nant, Frances Southgate, Katrina
The subject of the discussion rority.
personality and character, good
Knowlton, were chosen by Pan- er of the afternoon, was on the lins Alumni Record.
was "Resolved: That the Nations
manors, a sense of humor, ability
Hellenic. Leon Shapiro's orches- staff of the Sandspur when it beWalter McDuffie, oldest living Should Agree to Prevent the InThe paper was
to dress well and a sympathetic
tra furnished the music for the came a weekly.
alumnus, talked about the early ternation Trade of Arms and Muprinted in Orlando, and the ornature. They don't want much, do
occasion.
days of Rollins, the new Alumni nitions." Rollins upheld the negaganization was fairly complete, althey?—Polytechnic
Reporter.
Trustee,
Bill
Miller,
Jr.,
was
inIMany alumni and faculty memtive side of the issue.
though, Mr. Hill added, sometimes
trCKiuced,
announcements
were
bers were present and most of the
Friday night a team from FurBy MARY KNIGHT
the editor had to be the entire
The
Lafayette
says
that the
made, and officers were elected man College, Greenville, South
student body. During the evening
Alpha Omega chapter of Phi United Press Staff Correspondent
staff.
for the coming year.
an O.D.K. tapping of Rex Beach
Carolina, met two Rollins debaters
u is sponsoring a benefit bridge
Paris—(UP)—Tweed and taf- Dean of Clarinda Junior College is
Mr. John Martin said in the
also
a
student
in
that
institutiooi.
was held, which lent variety to the
Returning alumni present a t the in a non-decisive debate. James
id tea to be given at the beauti- feta meet today on a common
course of his talk, that he had alocca.sion.
luncheon and banquet were: Geor- Holden and Dave Bothe argued ful Spanish home of Mrs. George footing. Marcelle Dormoy, com- He ia ftakitig Freshman French
ways regretted the fact that he
gina Jefferys, W. M. Davis, Jr.; the negative for Rollins.
Kraft, 541 Georgia Avenue, Sat- bines them in a coat adequately and German to get credits toward
was made a teacher instead of a
his masters degree.
Mary Hardaway Algee, Mary
urday, March second, beginning at named "Riviera" in a brown wooly
journalist.
He read a poem, "Ode
—Polyt^hnie Reporter
Branham, Maud Neff Whitman,
two-thirty o'clock.
Mrs. Kraft's tweed with a scarf-collar-tie in
to Duty" by Ogden Nash, and
Elizabeth Rand, Hazel Yarbrough,
home is of unusual beauty and has solid brown taffeta.
closed his speech on a note of opIn the latest census taken by the
Nancy Brown, Mr. and Mrs. DonThe
coat
is
three-quarters,
flaps
been studied by several interior
timism for wouldJbe journalists,
Buffalo Bee it was found thart the
(Continued from Page 1)
ald Cheney, Bernice Shor, Hazel
decoration classes of the college, open in front from where the
saying that the two ingredients
co-eds treasure a mans undivided
Williams, Jewel Lewtes, and L.
for success in the newspaper realm
The Rollins Studio Club had a the pompeian fountain room being taffeta makes a crisp bow near attention more than h.is money.
B. Fort, all of Orlando; Celestina
they carried with them the conof particular interest and beauty. the throat. It has that wide back Evidently the girls are hard pressare brains and grit.
McKay, Margaret McKay, of Tam- very enjoyable meeting last Wednotation of suspicion and ill-^ill,
flare
that
is
so
good
now,
and
the
The
proceeds
of
the
tea
will
be
Arthur Guiterman, an editor for pa; Katherine Lewis, A. J. Han- nesday evening, February 20, at
The world forgot the words of
sleeves are rather baggy but close ed fo'r someone ito lisiten to their
a good many years and a contrib- na, Anna Catherine Stone, Clara the home of Isabel Moberley on used for the philanthropic work
idle chatter.—Polytechnic Reporter
Christ.
Sylvan Drive. After a short bus- of the fraternity carried on in the in around the wrists.
"Part of the tragic and needless utor to the Saturday Evening Post Louise Guild, Alice Guild, Rodman
Jerjny contributes a smart
iness meeting the members took state of Georgia. The fraternity
and
the
New
Yorker,
was
his
usFour hundred people eat one
Lehman,
Emily
Lippincott
Webfate of my people has been to travturns posing, and sketched each operates a Healthmobile having a redingote in black faille worn hundred pounds of potatoes a day
el through lands and generations, ual entertaining self. He delighted ster, Helen Dickinson Kelly, John
other, trying a method of drawing staff of a doctor and two trained over a dress in white silk pique. at the campus restaurant.—Daily
loyal to convictions, traditions, but his audience with his poem, "Pres- Neville, Vivian Mousselet, Red
that was first thought of by the nurses which travel through rural The skirt of the redingote is full Northwestern.
met with hatred, and animosity. ent Company Always Excepted," Winderwheedle, Clara Adolfs, of
well known artist, Auguste Rodin, Georgia giving free iiedical care and falls from a tight waistline.
The Jews would object to this, in which he satirized present-day Winter Park; Agnes Clark Smith,
Only the small collar, short turneditors.
Hunter College (New York City)
of Oviedo, Florida; Dorothy Dav- This consisted of looking only a t and health training.
but truly the attitude of Christenback cuffs and a little white silk
The Reverend J a y T. Stocking, is, Henry Forham, Ruth Jeanne the model, and not at the paper
dom bred in Jews the ChristlessTickets for the tea are fifty pique tie show until the reding- fresjhmen average 16 years of age.
on
which
the
drawing
was
being
renowned
minister,
told
what
his
—^Scarlet and Black
Bellamy, Virginia Mitchell, Ethel
ness of Christians and they accents apiece and may be obtained ote is removed.
made,
and
the
results
of
the
exHe Hahn, of Miami; Sadie Pelham,
quired deception, inquisitiveness, ideal newspaper contained.
Rosine Paris forges ahead in
periment were quite surprising either from any Phi Mu or a t the
Approximately three-fourths of
indirectness as the only weapons likes an editor that is not afraid Willie Pearl Wilson, Katherine
door. Reservations may be se- smart circles with an afternoon
and
very
amusing.
to say what he thinks, an editor Selemons Marks, of Jacksonville;
the college women in the United
to keep from being crushed.
The next meeting will be held cured by calling Lakeside Dormi- frock of white armured crepe States attend co-educatiomal colof world perspective, the featur- W. V. McDuffie of Springfield,
"When I go to universities and
tory.
from Coudurier, Fructus, Desching of a delightful happening in Mass.; Helen Steinmetz of Norris- at the Orchestra Tea Room, in
leges.—Scarlet and Black.
colleges and find that there are
er.
It
is
on
tunic
lines,
closed
at
the world, and the use of good town. Pa.; Mabel Mousselet of the Philips block on Pjast Park
young Jews who conceal the fact
the throat with an emerald clip
prose.
Winter Park; Henry Mowbray of Avenue, at eight o'clock WednesMillion Dollar Deal Closed
and deny it, I would say shame
and falling in a one-sided cascade
Demorest, Ga.; Weber B. Haines day evening, February 27.
OURAY, Colo. (UP) A real milupon them but also shame upon the
to the waist. An emerald green
able
as
you
Christians.
There
of Altamonte Springs; Laura Eliza
world which invites that pitiful
leather belt, green gloves, green lion dollar mining deal—the first
deception instead of evoking their might be one excuse from Christ- Windsor of Lake Worth; Flora
skirt in velvet and green hat in Colorado for some years, was
ian unforgiveness and intolerance Furen of Fort Myers; Althea Milloyalty whatever the cost.
trimmed with feathers completes closed when a syndicate of Denver
Monday afternoon Mrs. John
against Jews if Jesus had taught ler of St. Cloud; Charlotte Rathand Portland, Ore., men made fin"The tragedy goes back ninethe ensemble.
J. Pfister gave a tea a t her home
hate. But he died without one bone of Palmer, Mass.; Amelia
teen hundred and three years to
Bernard makes for Madame al payment and took title to the
on
Harris
Circle
in
honor
of
Miss
word of bitterness in his heart or Kendall of DeLand; Becky CaldTelluride Black Bear Mine, near
the crucifixion of Jesus. He was
Jean
Madier
a
dinner
gown
of
Lucy Duncan Hall, teacher of Dalon his lips.
well of Lake Wales; Anna Shook
The mine formerly
The Dramatic Department will
crucified.
You say it was foresapphire blue non-crushable vel- Telluride.
"If Jesus had died hating any of St. Petersburg; Mrs. C. H. present "Empurpled Moors" un- croze Eurythymics at New York
was owned and operated by Harry
vet
trimmed
with
cut-out
smockordained. How could the Jews
person, any man who slew him, Abbott, Mrs. Belle Roxby, Evelyn der the direction of Virginia Jae- University, New York City, for
Payne
Whitney,
the millionaire
ing at the cuffs and across the
have broiIght about his death since
you might be justified in continu- Haines, of Hendersonville, N. C ; kel this Friday morning on the as- the past nine years, and in honor
New York sportsman.
they wer e strangers in their own
of Mrs. Mark Eldredge, mother breast of the bodice,
ing the age-long hate. But he died Myra Williams of Rock Ledge; sembly program.
The
story
is
TODAY'S FASHION TIP
land, umible to inflict the death
praying, " 'Forgive them, for they Helen Morrow, Jeanette Hough- based on the life of the Bronte of Marlene Eldredge, R. '37.
Tweed and taffeta; faille and
sentence'.! Judea was under RomFifty guests were invited, and
know not what they do.' "
ton, of Daytona Beach; Ida Bar- Sisters. The caste includes Dorpique—among new fabric coman procureatorship. Five days be266 Church Street
"Men and women, such is the rett of Grand Rapids, Mich.; Min- othy Manwaring, Frances Hyer, Mrs. Pfister, Mrs. Eldredge, and
binations on 1935 fashion calenfore his death the Jews not only
. . . We Repair . , .
tragedy of the cause of Jewish- nie Moreman, Stella Waterhouse, Sydney Miller, Eleanor Ford, Peg- Miss Hall stood in the receiving
heard Jesus gladly but welcomed
Mrs. Davis and Eleanor
Christian religions.
I speak be- of Maitland; Eda Woolley of Sar- gy Bashford, Peter McCann, and line.
AU Makes of
him. Why then would they turn
ADVERTISE IN
Sheetz served the refreshments
cause there are men in this church asota; Kathryn Sims of Ocoee; Bonar Collinson.
Automobiles
against him so suddenly?
THE SANDSPUR
which consisted of tea and cookies
who are prophets of the new faith. Lloyd Towle of Oshkosh, Wis;
"But High Priests are high
of various sorts. The house was
This mighty nation is giving itself Estelle Long of Brooksville; Lois
priests and the same everywhere
over to hatred and I say to you that Hancock of Gainesville; Elva ArThe Rollins Key Society and the very attractively decorated with
at any time, seeking super-zealthis would not be, were it not for nold of Groveland; and R. C. Bon- Rollins Chapter of the Phi Society white flowers and candles.
ously and often mistakenly to dethe Christ-crucifying, Christ-king, ey of Winter Garden.
entertained the parents of all Rolfend what they consider holy
rather than Christ bringing youth
lins students a t a reception held
things, and often falling into unand truth and tidings of love.
in back of Pugsley Hall from four
holy ways.
to six Monday afternoon, Febru"Let us stand together," con"There is only one more thing
ary twenty-fifth. The officers of
cluded Rabbi Wise, "in the name
to be said. Jesus was crucified
the two societies were in the reof our God—the enthronement of
1900 years ago.
I grant it for
little Gods fashioned after littler
Dean Enyart left yesterday to
one minute that every Jew that
human images will not be—then attend the National Convention of
day said, "Crucify him." I was
let it come to pass that even as Deans of Men at Baton Rouge, La.
not there.
My fellow Jews were
this chapel has today fulfilled the He will speak on the Rollins plan.
not there. We are as unanswerNewest Spring Creations in
words of Isaiah, so shall our com- This convention is under the ausmon lite of understanding, sym- pices of the Louisiana State UniPanama . . . Toyo . . . and Rough Braids
pathy, fellowship, make of the versity and runs from February to
world in which we live and serve March 3.
and worship, a house of prayer for
2 Washington Street Arcade
all nations of men."
Sara Harbottle and Bob War- Alpha Phi announces the pledgfield read the Invocation and Lit- ing of Carol Williams, Cleveland,
CORRECTION
any. The Testament Lessons were Ohio, and Betty Trevor, BuffalO;
given by Louise MacPherson and
Ted Ehrlich.

K.K. GAMMA

Cffl OMEGA

Phi Mus to Hold
Bridge Benefit

PARIS STYLES

Studio Club
Meets

SERMON

To Present
Play Friday

Mrs. J. J. Pfister
Gives Tea

Andy's Garage

Enyart Leaves
For Convention

The GLORIA HAT SHOP

Odd

Trousers

We have the finest stock
of trousers we ever have
had . . . .
Checked woolens
Solid flannels
Striped serges
Palm Beach Stripes
Trousers with talon fasteners

QUALITY BAKERY

DINE IN T H E TROPICAL GARDEN

Striped wash trousers

D i n n e r s 75c a n d $1.00
Telephone 8751

718 Magnolia

ROLLINS COLLEGE

see

ORLANDO STEAM LAUNDRY

JOSEF HOFMANN, pianist,

French Dry Cleaners
PHONE
Winter Park—9188

at tlie corner,

downtown

Offering

^&1S1&

\V££K

OIVI.Y

A 1 . 0 0 B O X O F P O W D E R and
Y o u r O w n S e l e c t i o n of R i l z P r o d u c t s
for the price of the preparations
alone!

in a recital
Orlando_3176

Co-eds . . . .

4 EVENING DRESSES

Tuesday, March 5, 8:15 P. M.

atlasta s h o p
1 to a Freshman
1 to a Junior
1 to a Sophomore
1 to a Senior
Come in and see these striking gowns
13 West Pine Street

It's C H A R L E S of the R r r z Powder,

of

course

Sifted through sixteen silken screens, each
finer than the last.

The Annie Russell Theatre
Professional Artists Series

SPECIAL RITZ-CARLTON TECHNICIAN

PRICES:

e will be with us all this week to do the final
blending to accent the loveliness of your skin.

. . . GIVEN AWAY . . .
at the

R.C. BAKER, INCo

Special

Miss Russell Presents

are to be

When you need trousers.

Uout /UowJie

The LATCH STRING TEA ROOM
Luncheon and Tea

....

White Ducks

Is LOCATED IN the Hamilton Hotel Building
not across the street as stated last week.

Balcony
Orchestra
Loge Seats

$1.00 to ?2.00
$2.00
$2.50

The Box Office is open daily for reservations from 4 to 6 p.
Telephone W. P. 333

—1st Floor—

DICKSON-IVES CO.
ORANGE AVE.

PHONE 4134

THE

BASKETBALL TEAM
DROPS THIRD GAME
TO STETSON QUINTET

lar Tennis Team
Held to Tie hy
Orlando City Club

ROLLINS

SANDSPUR

NEWS AND VIEWS
OF SPORTS

Coach Jack McDowall has
announced that the first
baseball practice of the season will be held next Monday at the Harper-Shepard
field in Winter Park. The
whole squad is expected to
report and any other prospective candidates who are
interested in a possible berth
on the first nine.
The practice will take
place immediately following
the afternoon classes. ,. Candidates are asked to report
promptly at 4:00 P. M.

Tennis Team Faces
Stetson in Fourth
Match on Saturday

The Rollins tennis team will fae«
With various convocations taking place and a **magazine
Stetson Saturday afternoon on the
In the Rollins tennis team's coming- alive," sports events in the local scope have practiccollege courts in the Tars' fourth
third match of the current sea- ally come to a standstill. However, now that the principal
match of the 1935 season. Play is
son the Tars were held to a 4-4 events of the year are a part of Rollins' history, our eyes can
scheduled to start a t 2:30 P. M.
Powell and Murray Star in Third
deadlock by the Orlando Tennis once more be fastened upon such meagre incidents as varsity
Rollins opened its season by deGame of Series between
Hatters
club last Saturday afternoon a t and intramural athletics still obscurely taking place about us.
feating the Stetson outfit in DeThe tennis team, as is mentionthe Orlando Country Club courts.
and Intramural
Stars
land about a month ago. On SatBragg, Deming, and Scholfield ed elsewhere, tied with the Orlanurday the Tars will make an atMany was played with Stetson last
won their singles matches for the do club last Saturday.
tempt to duplicate their previous
Handicapped by an apparent lack of practice and team- Winter Park outfit, while Lauter- members of the opposing outfit Thursday in Deland, another was
feat.
work the Rollins basketball team dropped its first and last back, Vogel, and Prentice were have fared well in recent local played on Monday, and the crack
The tennis team, in its games
home game of the season to Stetson last night in Recreation coming out on the short ends of tournaments this season. Guern- Hatter's aggregation came to
so far this winter, have won one
Hall by the score of 42 to 21.
their encounters. In the doubles sey, Varner, and Hartridge are Winter Park for the final contest
The local quintet was outplayed
the team of Deming and Lauter- the luminaries of Orlando's ten- of the three game series last ord still bright and an extensive contest, lost one to Miami, and
last week tied the Orlando tenin every phase of the game from
trip planned during the spring it
of success by any means during back won from Hartridge and nis players. Guernsey and Var- night.
the beginning of play until the
As professional ball players is our sincere hope that before nis club. As a result Saturday's
the three-game series just ended, Guernsey. Bragg and Edm.onds ner both won their singles matchencounter will be more or less of
final whistle.
Stetson led at the
es
against
the
Tars,
but
Hartridge
leave
their
northern
farms
for
lost
to
Hara
and
Hadsell
leaving
another
match
the
ineligible
golftheir losses may mainly be aca turning point in the early seaend of the first half by a margin
counted for by lack of practice the score tied for the total con- met defeat at the hands of Volney Florida and other places of winter ers will be able to compete.
son games.
of eight points, the count a t halfBragg. In the doubles Deming training, interest centers about
Eleven of the sixteen major
and cooperation which any team tests.
The tentative line-up for the
time being 22-14.
attains only by constant playing
Hartridge, it may be remember- and Lauterback tripped the suc- their activities more than ever. league teams have picked Florida
Binford, Phillips, and Gough together. Before the first of the ed, was an outstanding entry
cessive winning streaks of the The Brooklyn Dodgers are not in as their winter training camps. Stetson match has been arranged
were high scorers for the Deland series last Thursday night the the Central Florida tournament a Guernsey - Hartridge combination. Orlando in full force at present, Tn the National League, St. Louis in part. Captain Hank Lauterback will be a t the No. 1 position
team.
Binford, playing at for- Rollins representation had not few weeks ago. Guernsey has
This was the Tars' third match but they probably will be soon. will train at Bradenton, Cincinfor Rollins; Vogel will play No.
ward, accounted for eight of the played any games together.
of the season. The percentage for News was received last week to nati a t Tampa, New York a t Mia1 known in Orlando tennis
2, Bragg, No. 3, Deming, No. 4,
winners' total, while Phillips and dividual play, rather than
cles for the past few years. The the contestants thus far staged is the effect that Van Linge Mun- mi Beach, Brooklyn at Orlando,
Prentice No. 5, and Schofield will
Gough each accounted for six tal- smooth passing and shooting atgo,
the
mainstay
of
the
Dodger
Boston
a
t
St.
Petersburg,
and
team has been beaten seldom dur an even .500. Opening with a
play No. 6. In the doubles the first
lies.
tack, was the highlight of last ing the last few months of com^ victory over Stetson a month ago, pitching staff, had signed his con- Philadelphia a t Winter Haven
team will probably be composed
This contest marked the close night's game.
tract
and
was
leaving
immediateAmerican
league
teams
spending
the
local
players
met
defeat
a
t
petition. However, through steady
of a three- game series between
the next month in the state are of Lauterback and Deming; the
The line-ups of the two teams play and hard driving the Rollins the hands of Miami recently. With ly for Florida.
second pair will be made up of Edthe two teams. Stetson won the follow:
earlier to be a
Yesterday afternoon the admin- Detroit, a t Lakeland, New York
combine of Deming-Lauterback what promised
monds and Bragg, and Rollins No.
first last Thursday in Deland by
Murray
LF
Slade won in two straight sets, the most prosperous season the team istration of the college declared at St. Petersburg, Philadelphia a t 3 doubles combination will be comthe tune of 41-€9, the second on
has
already faced
opposition three members of the golf team Fort Myers, Boston at Sarasota,
Whalen
RF
Binford scores being 7-5, and 6-3.
posed of Prentice and Schofield.
Monday night by a score of 44-34,
and
St.
Louis
a
t
West
Palm
Beach.
Poyell
C
Robinson
The summaries in detail fol- far too stiff to indicate a true ineligible for inter-collegiate comand the final last night by the
standing of the outfit.
More petition. As a result the match
Rogers
RG
Ivanhart low:
largest margin of all.
., 2,000 Reliefers Get Schooling
Servis
LG
Colombo
Frank Guernsey, Jr., defeated matches are scheduled for the scheduled with the St. Petersburg
Powell, Murray, and Servis
Kept Family Tradition
NEW BERN, N. C. (UP)—More
Substitutions: Rollins — Little Henry Lauterback of Rollins; 10- the near future, and others are be- Junior College for Saturday has
starred for the Tars' unofficia;!
WENATCHEE,
Wash.—(UP)—
than
2,000 adult relief clients are
been
cancelled.
Those
ineligible
and Kirby; Stetson-^Offutt, Proc- 8, 6-4; C. L. Varner defeated Vog- ing planned for the spring term
aggregation. Powell made nine
kin, Phillips, Lawrence and Gough. el of Rollins, 4-6, 6-4, 6-1; Bragg but are at present only tentative for play are Bob Servis, Tommy Shirley Clairs, born Christmas receiving "cultural background"
of Rollins 21 points, Murray had
Day, fulfilled a family tradition of from teachers furnished by the
Whiteway,
and
Bob
Caten.
For
arrangements.
Scoring: Rollins — Murray, 4; defeated Charles Hartridge of Ora total of four points, while Serholiday birthdays.
Her grand- federal relief adminiptration, in 30
Rollins has launched a varsity various reasons this occurrence is
Whalen, 1; Powell, 9; Rogers, 1; lando, 8-6, 6-3; Deming defeated
vis had three tallies chalked up on
ther was born on Decoration North Carolina counties, a report
r
Servis, 3; Little, 2; Kirby, 2. Stet- B. W. Hadsell of Orlando, 6-3, 8-6; basketball team, which is unknown regrettable.
the record to his credit.
Day, a great aunt on St. Patrick's revealed here.
The 151 teachers
All three players have enjoyed!
son—Slade, 2; Binford, 8; Robin- Howard Rybolt defeated Prentice to all but a few, which will have
Only once during the middle of son, 4; Ivanhart, 1; Colombo, 6; of Rollins, 10-8, 4-6, 6-2; Scho- played three games a t the end of unusual success in tournaments j Day, an uncle on Columbus Day, present courses in diet, home budgeting, purchases, housekeepings
the third period did the local team Affutt, 3; Prockin, 2; Phillips, 6; field defeated Fred Alexander of ts schedule, but which is still a this winter. At the beginning of a cousin on New Year's.
and academic studies.
show an possibility of presenting Lawrence, 4; Gough, 6.
Orlando, 8-6, 6-0. In the doubles varsity basketball team. It is com- the term the outlook for an exformidable competition for the
Relief for Lawyers
good
season was
Deming and Lauterback defeated )0sed of the stars of the intra- ceptionally
fast Stetson outfit.
Although
BOSTON, (UP) Boston still hsa
DENVER, Colo. UP)—And now
Among its mem- bright.
Now, however, chances
Hartridge and Guernsey of Or- mural league.
Turkeys Worth $2,000,000
neither team scored for some,
i village blacksmith. In the cenSAN ANTONIO, Tex. (UP)—lando, 7-5, 6-3; Hara and Had. bers are Whalen, Powell, Rogers, for a winning team appear quite the lawyers are to gain some much
mainly due to the defensive work
ere poor. The administration may re- needed relief. A recent relief pro- ter of the downtown business disSouth and Central Texas conthib- sell defeated Bragg and Edmonds Miller, Servis, and Kirby. There
of the intramural stars, the Rolprobably more, but thos( are I voke its decision on the three ject calls for the service of 25 trict, Cornelius Cronin has hia
uted about $2,000,000 worth of of Rollins 8-6, 4-6, 6-2.
lins' offense was not strong
only ones which come to ind players if the scholastic records lawyers to annote the 121 Colo- shop, "where the children coming
turkeys to the carlot markets durThe third doubles match, could
enough to threaten the opposing
It is estimated home from school look in at the
now.
The writer has not yet een are improved in the near future, rado statistics.
ing Thanksgiving, Christmas and not be played because of impendteam's wide margin.
group in action.
game , With prospects for a winning rec- that 90 days will complete the job. open door."
New Years, according to a gov- ing darkness.
Although this unofficial varsity
ernment survey. The survey estiquintet has not met with the best
mated that the South and Central
section shipped about 600 cars of
College Given Old Bible
turkeys, about half the total numFAIRBANKS, Alaska (UP)—A ber shipped from the entire state.
Dutch Bible, printed 400 years During the latter part of the seaago, was presented to the Alaska son prices rose to nearly 20 cents
College library by Gerritt Snider a pound for first class birds.
of Wasilla. The book was bound
in heavy leather, with a chain to
Purest Helium in Colorado
fasten it to the wall. It was wellPUEBLO, Colo. ( U P ) — P u r e s t
illustrated with pictures curious
nowadays, including one of the helium in the world is found in
Los Animas County in this state.
devil with horns and spiked tail.
Helium, a rare gas which is noncombustible and very buoyant, is
HARRISBURG, Pa. (UP) Pennused in dirigibles. It is found only
sylvania's public school enrollment
in the United States and, until
increased approximately one per
recently, was produced only in
cent in 1934 a s compared with the
Texas. Its export, because of its
previous year.
The enrollment
military importance, outside of the
figures last year were 2,031,601. In
country is forbidden.
1933 they were 2,028,441.

\y

1 he selection^ buying and preparation of
the right kinds of Turkish tobaccos
for making Chesterfield Cigarettes is
a business in itself. . •

Royal Typewriters
New and Used Portables

DAVIS
Office Supply Co.
19 E. Pine St., Orlando Tel. 4822

STEVENS
service Garage

A recent survey shows that
there are more Harvard students
in nudist colonies than from all
the other colleges put together.
— Swarthmore Phoenix.

"VITTE have buyers in all the to' ^

bacco markets of Turkey and

Greece, including Xanthi, Cavalla,

The New Blue Bird
Records

Smyrna and Samsoun.
And

BENNETT
Electric Shop

at Smyrna Chesterfield

has built the most modem tO'
bacco plant in the Near East.
Here the spicy, aromatic Turkish

The New Ford

Colonial Store

leaf is sorted and graded under the

Orlando—Winter Park
Florida

eyes of our own tobacco men.
Then it is put away to age in its

Delivery—Phone 402

own climate for two years or more
to make it milder and better-tasting.

"Beauty Is
a Duty"

EDA'S
BEAUTY SHOP

"Beauty Is
a Duty"

W h e n you blend and cross-blend
the right kinds of aromatic Turkish
tobacco with mild ripe home-grown
tobaccos as we do in Chesterfield
you have . . .

the cigarette that^s milder
tlw cigarette that tastes better

CRIP'S BILLIARD PARLOR

PARISIAN CLEANERS
"Where Cleaning Is an Art"

Handling Turkish tobacco in
the Liggett & Myers modem
factory at Smyrna, Turkey.
WEDNESDAT

SATURDAT

LUCREZIA

MONDAY

LILY

RICHARD

BORI

PONS

BONELLI

KOSTELANETZ ORCHESTRA A N D CHORUS

CLEANING . . . PRESSING

9 P . M . ( E . S . T . ) —COLUMBIA NETWORK

. . . . All Work Guaranteed . . . .
® 1939. UGGSTT & MYZES TOBACCO CO,

